Is there/Are there Trivia Quiz
Warmer – Short answers quick folding game
Listen to questions and race to quickly fold the paper so that only the correct answer is
forward facing the person who asked the question (the right way up, not upside down).
Do the same by just shouting out the correct answer as quickly as possible.
Is there/ Are there trivia quiz
Do the same with just “Is there…?” and “Are there…?” questions such as the last page
below.
Make your own similar questions to test each other with in the same way:
Is there a
Is there an
Is there one
Are there two
Are there three
Are there some
Are there …

A(s)/ B(s)/…(s) in “…”?
candle(s) on …?
circle(s) in…?
colour(s) in/ on…?
day(s) in…?
finger(s) on…?
zero(s)/ one(s)/ two(s)/… (s) in…
handle(s) on…?
line(s) on…?
(…)day(s) in…?
…(s) in … zoo?
player(s) in a … team?
… in a pack of cards?
… on a dice?
seed(s) in a…?
space(s) (for …) in…?
star(s)/ sun(s)/ moon(s) on the … flag?
tall …(s) in…?
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Short answers for the quick folding game

Yes, I do.

No, I
don’t.
Yes, I am. No, I’m
not.
Yes, I can. No, I can’t.
Yes, there No, there
is.
isn’t.
Yes, there No, there
are.
aren’t.
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Is there a
Is there an
Is there one
Are there two
Are there three
Are there four
Are there five
Are there six
Are there seven
Are there ten
Are there twelve
Are there thirty
Are there thirty one
Are there some
Are there …

A(s) in “island”?
brake(s) on a bicycle?
candle(s) on a baby’s first birthday cake?
candle(s) on a third birthday cake?
circle(s) in the South Korean flag?
colour(s) in the Taiwanese flag?
colour(s) on a tennis ball?
colour(s) on the British flag?
day(s) in Christmas?
day(s) in January?
dot(s) on opposite sides of a dice?
F(s) in “telephone”?
finger(s) on two hands?
five(s) in “eleven twenty five”?
goalkeeper(s) in a soccer team?
hand(s) on a clock?
handle(s) on a coffee cup?
jet engine(s) on a Boeing 747?
joker(s) in a pack of cards?
king(s) in a pack of cards?
letter(s) in “bedroom”?
line(s) on a basketball?
little finger(s) on one hand?
moon(s) on the Japanese flag?
nine(s) in 99?
one(s) in a million?
panda(s) in ____________ zoo?
pickle(s) in a Big Mac hamburger?
pilot(s) on a plane?
player(s) in a volleyball team?
queen(s) of hearts in a pack of cards?
R(s) in February?
seed(s) in a peach?
seed(s) in an avocado?
six(es) on a dice?
space(s) for cars in a double garage?
star(s) on the New Zealand flag?
sun(s) on the Japanese flag?
Sunday(s) in a week?
tall mountain(s) in Holland?
tall tower(s) in Tokyo?
wheel(s) on the India flag?
zero(s) in “ten thirty”?
zero(s) in “three o’clock”?
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